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City’s first Black firefighter shares memories of his early days with RFD
By Sylvina Poole

Richmond’s first Black firefighter turns 
90 years old in May and recalls his early 
days with the department.

Blacks were treated differently for the 
most part than the white firemen and the 
duties were harsher on them back then, 
Fredrick Robinson said. “Remember,” 
he pointed out, “I was an employee before 
integration came about and things were a 
whole lot different then.”

I n  1950,  a  lo ca l  pap e r  made  a n 
announcement that the city personnel 
department would soon put into motion an 
open recruitment for Richmond and the state 
of Virginia first 10 Negro firefighters. 

The 10 African American firemen were 
selected out of 500 applicants.  Robinson 
was among them.  

These Black firefighters would man 
Engine Company 9 at Fifth and Duval 

streets in the heart of a Negro residential 
and business district.

Company 9 African American firefighters 
were relegated to pick up and deliver 
laundry, paint buildings, cut grass and 
clean the firehouse unlike their colleagues 

recalled Robinson.
While the qualifications for Negro 

firefighters were the same for Caucasian 
firefighters, African American firefighters 
were trained twice as long as their 

counterparts.
Robinson admitted that if it weren’t 

for his strong belief in God, he never 
would have taken the chance on applying for 
a job at the city’s fire department.  He 
sa id he was a  l it t le  apprehensive 
because he only finished the 11th grade 
and he worried he may not pass the test 
that was required to apply for the job.

As Robinson reflected on his experiences, 
he said overall he feels good about paving 
the road for future African American 
firefighter who came after him.  

“I have had a great life and great 
experiences.  I am truly blessed,” he 
Robinson.

Robinson started working for the city in 
1946 in the sanitation department and 
after  a  brief  stint there he moved on 
to become a firefighter.
       See “Black firefightersˮ on pg. 23

“Date with Dad” promotes healthy relationships and social skills for city youth
By Sylvina Poole

A positive father figure is one of the 
most important relationships a girl 
will have in her lifetime.  Camp Diva 
emphasizes this point with its programs 
and  annual father-daughter dance  geared 
towards heightening the awareness about 
this issue.

Since 2008, Camp Diva hosts a “Date 
with Dad Dance” to help strengthen 
father-daughter bonds and present healthy 
role models for  its female participants.

“This dance gives girls all over the 
Richmond area an opportunity to dress up 
and participate in a fun night on the town 
with their dads,” said  Angela Patton, founder 
of  Camp Diva,  adding that the event features 
music, food and games centered on cultivating 
healthy relationships between girls and their 
fathers.

“Our overall goal is for the girls and their 
fathers to leave smiling, with memories for a 
lifetime, as well as with a conversation that 

will continue beyond the event,”  Patton 
explained further.

Patton talked about why she feels 
the event is closely al igned with 
the mission of Diva Camp which is 
to  prepare  a rites of passage for girls 
into womanhood.  “Girls who are in a 
position where the fathers aren’t active in 
their lives do have a harder time in dealing 
with relationships, social skills and we 
definitely believe that a lot of the at-risk 
factors that happen to our girls relate to 
fatherless homes in our community.  We 
really feel that it  is essential that girls have 
a relationship with her father.  It is part of 
their upbringing and rites of  passage into 
womanhood.”

Camp Diva’s main focus is to make sure 
that girls  have strong father and male 
figures in their lives so that they can make 
better choices and feel more uplifted and 
able to discover themselves and have a 
resource to go to as they are entering into 

relationships and their social skills with 
their male counterparts.

Oftentimes the image of  a deadbeat dad 
is what is depicted in the community 
but there are other positive pictures 
of men who are proud fathers and 

come out in record numbers every 
year to show it, according to event 
organizers.

The Date with Dad Dance was conceived 
by girls attending Camp Diva.
          See “Date with Dadˮ on pg. 3

Fredrick Robinson
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Beersheba Pointer named Youth of the Year

Beersheba Pointer, a senior at Richmond’s Open High School, has been named the Boys & Girls 
Clubs of Metro Richmond’s 2011 Youth of the Year.

Pointer, who plans to attend the College of William and Mary and major in business 
administration next fall, received her award and a $15,000 scholarship at the organization’s 10th 
Annual Distinguished Leadership Awards Dinner held last month.

Another Richmond city student, George Wythe senior Carl Tabb, was named this year’s first 
runner-up.  Tabb plans to study child psychology next fall at Lynchburg College.  He received a 
$10,000 scholarship.

Nearly 500 people attended this year’s awards ceremony, including Mayor Dwight C. Jones, 
School Superintendent Dr. Yvonne Brandon and Richmond city School Board members Donald 
Coleman, Kimberly Gray and Dr. Norma Murdoch-Kitt.

VA credit unions donate $1.2 million to 
various charities

Collectively, Virginia’s 191 member-owned, 
not-for-profit credit unions donated more 
than $1.28 million and 16,058 volunteer hours 
to charitable and community organizations 
in 2010, according to information compiled 
by the Virginia Credit Union League.

The largest single recipient of Virginia-
based credit unions’ generosity in 2010 was 
the Make-A-Wish Foundation, which grants 
personalized wishes for children and teens 
with life-threatening illnesses. Virginia-
based credit unions donated $350,790 to 
Make-A-Wish last year. Since 1991, many 
credit unions in Virginia have championed 
the Make-A-Wish cause, with total donations of 
more than $4 million. The donations for 2010 
enabled the Make-A-Wish Foundation to 
grant wishes for as many as 48 Wish kids. 
(The Make-A-Wish Foundation reports that 
the average cost of a wish was $7,362, as of 
March 2009.)

Credit unions in Virginia also support 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals, 
which raises funds for 170 children’s hospitals 
across North America, which, in turn, use the 
money where it’s needed the most. The Virginia 
Credit Union League, credit unions’ statewide 
trade association, named Children’s Miracle 
Network Hospitals its charity-of-choice in 
2003. Since then, Virginia’s credit unions 
have raised more than $1.28 million for 
the Children's Miracle Network Hospitals serving 
the  Commonwealth, including $203,556 in 
2010.

“Credit unions are proud to partner with 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals,” 
said Viki Frankenburger, chairman of the 
Virginia Credit Union League’s Community 
Involvement Committee and an employee 
of Richmond-based Virginia Credit Union. 

“By supporting the children’s hospitals in 
our local communities, we ensure the 
availability of the finest, state of the art 
medical services and specialized care. 
Community involvement has always been 
important to credit unions, and Children’s 
Miracle Network Hospitals is a wonderful way 
that we can show our support.”

In addition, Virginia’s credit unions are 
among the sponsors of the Credit Union 
Cherry Blossom Ten-Mile Run, a world-class 
foot race held each April in Washington, 
D.C. Credit unions use their sponsorship of 
this event to raise funds for Children’s Miracle 
Network Hospitals, with $858,000 donated in 
2010 alone. Credit unions have raised more 
than $4.5 million since assuming the title 
sponsorship of the race in 2001.

Nationally, Credit Unions for Kids, an 
umbrella brand through which credit unions 
and affiliated organizations support children’s 
hospitals, raised more than $8.3 million 
for Children’s Miracle Network in 2009, 
the last year for which complete figures are 
available. Credit Unions for Kids is among 
the top four contributors to CMN nationwide, 
having generated more than $83 million for 
children’s hospitals since 1996.

The remainder of Virginia credit unions’ 
2010 donated funds - some $730,263 - was 
given to the American Cancer Society, Toys 
for Tots, the United Way, community food 
banks, clothes closets and scores of other 
local and charitable causes.

In addition to money, Virginia’s credit 
unions donated 16,058 volunteer hours to 
various community and charitable causes 
during 2010. The value of those hours at 
minimum wage is approximately $116,420.

Credit  unions also spent 4,061 volunteer

hours teaching school children about 
personal finance. During the 2009-2010 
school year, credit unions reported reaching 
34,355 students, and since 1999, Virginia’s 
credit unions have reached 172,000 school 
children with lessons on basic budgeting 
and money management. The Virginia 
Credit Union League’s Board of Directors has 
identified financial literacy, particularly among 
youth, as one of its priorities.

In addition to their youth financial education 
work, Virginia’s credit unions reported 
spending almost $145,000 and investing 
4,245 hours of staff time to conduct more 
than 3,900 hours worth of consumer education 
seminars in 2010. These seminars covered 
important consumer issues, including budgeting, 
savings and investments, car buying, home 

buying, and the dangers of identity theft.
Virginia’s credit unions also formed a 

non-profit charitable foundation in 2009, to 
help better coordinate and build on their 
already successful community service 
work. The Credit Unions Care Foundation 
of Virginia disbursed more than $76,500 
in 2010 to a variety of causes, including 
children’s hospitals serving Virginia and 
a $35,000 donation to the Federation 
of Virginia Food Banks, the foundation’s 
single largest donation to date.

“More than a century ago, credit unions 
came to America with a simple ‘People 
Helping People’ phi losophy and we 
continue to practice that philosophy 
today,” said Virginia Credit Union League 
President Rick Pillow. 

In past years the Richmond Chapter/Credit Union Care Foundation of Virginia has made monetary 
donations to the Central Virginia Food Bank. 
Pictured (from left): Viki Frankenburger (Virginia CU), Fay Lohr (President/CEO of FeedMore), Nancy 
Stephens (Call FCU) and Nancy Goslin (Call FCU).
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The goal of the event is not only to foster 
better communication between fathers and 
daughters and provide a place for them to 
spend some all- important quality time, but 
also to demonstrate the importance of the 
father-daughter relationship and show that 
despite the high rates of father absence in 
Richmond, there are fathers who are active in 

their daughters’ lives and loving it.
This year the event offers dinner and 

dancing as well as entertainment.  Fathers 
and daughters will receive salsa dance 
lessons by David Prado, who will demonstrate 
with his 12-year old daughter as his 
partner.

 The event will also include an activity 
for fathers and daughters to take part in 
as well as gift bags, souvenir booklets and 
photos.  The year’s attendees will also walk 
a red carpet when they arrive.

Camp Diva’s Date With Dad Dinner and 
Dance will be held Sunday, March 20, 
4:30 -8 p.m. at the Cultural Center of India 
in Chester. 

For more information on this event, Camp 
Diva volunteering or to donate call (804) 
852-4385 or go online to www.campdiva.
org.  

 Proceeds from the 4th annual Date with 
Dad Dinner and Dance benefit the Camp 
Diva Summer Retreat, a five-week day camp 
that provides opportunities for teen girls to 
prepare themselves, spiritually, physically, 
socially, emotionally, intellectually and 
culturally for their passage womanhood by 
focusing on their lifestyle, health and wellness.  

The camp is open every year to girls 
ages 11-17 in Virginia growing up in 

challenging environments.  
Camp Diva also offers After School 

Retreats during the school year at various 
sites in the city and other programs aimed 
at introducing girls to careers and trades, as 
well as entrepreneurship.

The camp is named in memory of Diva 
Mstadi Smith-Roane who died in 2004 as 
a result of a firearm accident at the age 
of  five.

Date with Dad
From Page 1
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Virginia Historical Society creates searchable online slave database
The Virginia Historical Society (VHS) 

recently received a $100,000 grant from 
Dominion Resources and The Dominion 
Foundation to fund the creation of “Unknown 
No Longer: A Database of Virginia Slave 
Names.” This free, online database will 
contain personal information about enslaved 
Virginians gleaned from some of the more 
than eight million processed manuscripts in 
VHS collections.

“The ‘Unknown No Longer’ database 
is the first of its kind and will serve as a 
national model,” said VHS president and 
CEO Paul Levengood. “The database will 
be a valuable tool for academic researchers, 
family historians, and genealogists alike. 
A website visitor could enter as much or as 
little information as he or she knows about 
a particular African American to conduct 
a search. The results can lead to previously 
unknown connections between people, 
families, and places.”

“This project is an example of both the 
VHS and Dominion’s commitment to using 
technology to increase access to historical 
collections and our dedication to reaching out 
to a diverse constituency.”

The road f rom emancipat ion and 
Reconstruction to the Civil Rights Movement 
and the election of Virginia’s first Black 
governor is well documented in Virginia 

history. But early African American history 
(from the arrival of the first slaves through 
the Civil War) is often represented only 
through the words of white observers, freed 
persons who looked back on slavery many 
years later, or the records generated by others 
about African Americans who achieved 
recognition for their actions. For most 
enslaved Americans, the only physical record 
of their existence may be a name in a register 
kept by a slave owner.

“Unknown No Longer” will be searchable 
through the use of a variety of keywords, 

such as name, gender, location, occupation, 
and plantation. It will also include images 
of original source documents for easy 
reference.

“We have witnessed a growing audience 
frequenting the VHS in search of information 
that our records might provide, such as 
names of enslaved people, plantation sites, 
occupation and family relations, values, 
and birth, death, or sale dates,” said VHS 
chief librarian Frances Pollard. “We want to 
provide the more than two million visitors 
to our website another, more detailed tool to 

access remotely specific information about 
potentially thousands of people.” 

“We have researched other slave database 
websites and found ‘Unknown No Longer’ 
to be unique in design and approach,” said 
VHS curator of African American history 
Dr. Lauranett Lee, who will oversee the 
“Unknown No Longer research.” “Existing 
databases profile specific plantations and 
ship manifestos with African names of their 
human cargo or other forced migratory 
information. “Unknown No Longer” will be 
the first database of names that relate back 
to plantations or places of work across all of 
slaveholding Virginia.”

The VHS will be officially launching 
“Unknown No Longer” in September 2011 
with 1,000 names in the searchable database. 
Information in the database will be updated 
as relevant material in the VHS manuscript 
collection is processed and new documents 
come into VHS possession.

“‘Unknown No Longer’ is a dynamic 
project,” said Levengood. “With items 
entering the VHS collection annually, there 
will always be important new sources of 
information available. We hope that many 
researchers will take this opportunity to 
use the Virginia Historical Society’s 
documents and materials to discover a 
connection with the past.”

Virginians warned about various scams during National Consumer Protection Week
Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli has joined 

government agencies and organizations 
across the nation to mark National 
Consumer Protection Week (NCPW) from 
March 6-12.  

During NCPW, groups nationwide 
are sharing tips – such as the ones 
below – that can help consumers avoid 
mortgage foreclosure rescue scams 
and other fraud, protect their privacy, 
manage money and debt, and avoid 
identity theft.

“Scammers are defrauding Virginians 
by millions of dollars each year,” 
said Cuccinelli, “These thieves are 
s om e t i m e s  i n t e r n a t ion a l ly  ba s e d , 
beyond the jurisdictional reach of the 
attorney general’s office, so educating 
yourself is the first step in fighting 
these scams.”

Cuccinelli added, “Mortgage foreclosure 
rescue services have also become very 
prevalent in this tough economy.  While 
the service itself is not necessar ily 
a scam, I brought suit against three 

V i r g i n i a  c o m p a n i e s  i n  2 010  fo r 
allegedly charging upfront fees to 
consumers and for guaranteeing to 
stop scheduled foreclosures.  Charging 
upfront fees for these services and 
making guarantees that likely cannot 
be kept are both violations of Virginia 
law.”

It is difficult to assign a dollar amount to 
losses from all the various types of scams.  
However, last month, the Javelin Strategy 
& Research group issued a report which 
indicates that in 2009, the dollar loss 
related to identity theft alone was $54 
billion in the United States.  Reports 
show that scams and fraud of all types are 
on the rise.

 The attorney general has produced 
15- and 30-second radio public service 
announcements which stations can run 
throughout the month of March and 
beyond, directing consumers to the tips 
at the National Consumer Protection web 
site.

Phishing strategies aim to deliver 

legitimate-looking email messages from 
your bank or some other company with 
which you have an account.  The message 
may be an ominous warning about the 
security of your banking information or 
some other warning that requires you to 
take immediate action. 

Be cautious about opening any attachment 

or downloading any files from emails you 
receive, regardless of who sent them. 
These files can contain viruses or other 
software that can weaken your computer’s 
security.

Additional information is available at the 
National Consumer Protection Week web 
site at www.NCPW.gov. 
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The Flying Squirrels crown its new rally pig, name contest to come
The Richmond Flying Squirrels, Double-A affiliate of the 2010 World Series 

Champion San Francisco Giants, recently unveiled the winning piglet of the 
Pig Pickin’ Contest at the club’s inaugural Fan Fest. Flying Squirrels Vice 
President and COO Todd “Parney” Parnell triumphantly hoisted “Piggy 3” after 
chasing three of the four contests around a small, wire pig pen set up outside 
The Diamond, proudly proclaiming it the team’s new “rally pig.”

“We couldn’t be more excited to have a real live pig here at the ballpark,” 
said Parnell, outfitted in jeans and cowboy boots.  “The smiles and attention all 
of the piglets got from our fans today is a good indicator of how popular he is 
going to be.”

The four piglets came from Broken Road Farm in Amelia Courthouse, Va. 
Voting was held online and nearly 1,700 entries were received over a seven-day 
period from Feb. 25 to March 3. Piggy three received over 900 votes to be the Flying 
Squirrels’ new Rally Pig. 

Additionally, Adrienne Roberston won the Pig Pickin’ Grand Prize consisting of two 
24-game Mini-Plans, a Party Deck reservation for 25 guests on April 11, a first pitch 
opportunity on April 11, a Flying Squirrels t-shirt, a Flying Squirrels hat, and a special 
visit from the rally pig.

With the selection of the Rally Pig, the Flying Squirrels have announced a Pig Namin’ 
Contest.  Beginning Thursday, March 10, fans are encouraged enter a name for the Rally 
Pig. 

The Flying Squirrels will select five finalists for the name of the rally pig, and the 
five finalists will be announced on Saturday, March 19. Deadline to submit a name in the 
Pig Namin’ Contest is Wednesday, March 16.

For more information call (804) 359-FUNN (3866), visit the Flying Squirrels Ticket 
Office at The Diamond or visit SquirrelsBaseball.com.
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Stop budget cuts in education

The VOICE UnleashedThe VOICE Unleashed
The things we Blacks get outraged about 

sometimes don’t deserve the kind of energy 
we put into them.

Take for instance, the recent outrage 
over a Texas group offering scholarships 
only to white males; as well as the story 
about a Columbus, Ohio mother upset over 
the fact that her fifth grader was picked 
to play the slave in a school play about 
slavery.

In Texas, the group, Former Majority Association 
for Equality, wants to give scholarships to 
white males seeking higher education who 
lack opportunities in similar organizations 
that are based upon race or gender. In a 
country that proclaims equality for all, we 
provide monetary aid to those that have found 
the scholarship application process difficult 
because they do not fit into certain categories 
or any ethnic group.

Those outraged over the groups mission feel 
that scholarships offered to Black Americans, 
Asian Americans, Native Americans, and 
other racial groups disenfranchise white 
males. Those getting outraged over their 
existence are only focused on the argument 
that because white males have been the most 
favored group in the U.S. since its beginning, 
they do not deserve to complain now. 

My opinion is that FMAE organizers, 
who note that they do not favor white 

supremacy nor accept donations from white 
supremacist hate groups, have chosen to 
act on something they consider to unfairly 
target their progress. Outraged Blacks 
should consider doing the same thing, 
instead of muttering inconsequentially. 
Go form a 501©3 organization, solicit 
donations and award scholarships to those 
you feel need them most.

Similarly, the mother in Columbus protesting 
her child’s role as a slave and those of 
similar thought strike me as screamers 
of no consequence. They are like little 
Chihuahuas that bark yet have no bite 
to back up that bark. Its offensive is not 
enough reason to object to an accurate-
as-possible depiction of a brutal time in 
U.S. history where whites were the slave 
owners and those of African descent were 
slaves. And this portrayal in Columbus was 
without lashes to the back.

Commentator Jam Donaldson said it best 
recently: In a generation so far removed 
from the slave trade and its legacies, where 
slavery is just a bunch of Kunta Kinte 
jokes, perhaps a little more has to be done 
so kids can realize that the generations 
before them struggled and died and faced 
unthinkable atrocities, so [they] can wear 
those Jordan’s while playing their X-box in 
a lilywhite suburb in Ohio.  MJ

As the federal and state governments 
are all faced with severe fiscal and budget 
restraints, even as the United States is 
currently undergoing an economic recovery, 
the last thing that should take place is to 
reduce the funding for education.   

At the primary, secondary and post-
secondary levels, the funding for education 
was already grossly inadequate across the 
nation.   President Obama is on the right side 
of history as he continues to remind and 
challenge members of  the U.S. Congress, 
as well as governors and members of states 
legislatures that the future of America will 
be dependent on how well we educate the 
nation’s children. 

For Black American parents and children, 
the impact of proposed budget cuts in 
education in most states and in the various 
proposals now being debated in Congress 
will be devastating to the African American 
community.  

African American children still have 
some of the highest dropout rates in nearly 
every state.  Increased poverty and the lack 
of a good education are the twin evils that 
perpetuate the prolonged suffering and 
pain in our families and communities.            

Although some governors will not admit 
it publicly, but had it not been for the Obama 
administration’s support of the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act, the budget 
cuts to education at the state level would be 
even greater than now projected.  

That act gave states $10 billion in 
additional education funding.   In Virginia, 
more than $700 million was cut in K-12 
education funding.  In Illinois, the funding 
cut for school education was more than 
$300 million.  In Detroit and Baltimore, 
African American children in particular, 
will face major budget cuts in education 
with the closing of numerous schools. 

All of this means that African American 
leaders and organizations have to be more 

vocal and involved in the decision-making 
process at all levels of government to make 
sure that the educational interests of our 
children are not the first to be triaged by 
those who are the responsible parties to 
determine the federal and state budgets.  

We should be demanding more educational 
options for African American parents and 
children.  We should be saying no to budget 
cuts that will further take away educational 
access and opportunity for our children.  
The aftermath of the economic recession 
is our communities has been and continues 
to be very tough.  But, we must not sit by 
in silence today when the budget ax is 
swinging at the heart of our communities.  
We have to fight for the rights of our 
children in good economic times and in 
bad economic times.  

Let’s support education reform.  We all 
have a stake in the welfare and education 
of all the children in our communities.  A 
people who will not fight for their own 
children will always be a people who 
will not be shown respect when social, 
economic or political decisions are made.  
Our most vital resource are our children 
and they need our support, voice, and 
involvement.  
The writer is CEO of the National 
African American Leadership Summit.

Dr. Benjamin F. Chavis, Jr.
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I think Americans innately understand 
how good people feel when they use part 
of what they have to relieve others who are 
suffering, especially during these hard 
economic times. If you want to feel 
good and truly enjoy life, then simply 
share part of your comfort and means 
with others. What we lose in the bank 

account, we gain threefold in our 
spir it.

We really don’t need the government to 
make things better. We can do it ourselves, 
and have done it ourselves, much more 
efficiently and successfully both individually 
and in groups.
John Killinger

Giving has many rewardsAnarchist on income taxes
For one thing, there’s the dog that doesn’t 

bark: The focus on income taxes to the 
exclusion of other forms of taxation. A 
centerpiece of the neoliberal agenda in recent 
years has been shifting the incidence of 
taxation from returns on property to 
returns on labor. A great deal of income 
from property isn't taxed, or is much easier to 
evade than a payroll deduction from wages. 
Just look at all the income that’s sheltered 
in tax-free munis. When all taxes are 
factored in, the system is still progressive 
-- but just barely so.

I’ll reserve my gratitude to the rich for the 
higher income taxes they pay until I get a 
closer look at where all that income comes 
from. How much of that top tier of income 
comprises rents on artificial scarcities 
created by the government’s enforcement 
of illegitimate property rights?

How much of it results, specifically, from 
direct government subsidies, from direct 
government collusion via all those 
“Complexes” (Military-Industrial, Prison-
Industrial, Automobile-Highway-Real 
Estate Developer, etc.), from oligopoly and 
cost-plus markups in government-cartelized 
markets, from “intellectual property” 
monopolies, from tribute on land engrossed 
with the help of the state, and all the rest of 
that Baptists-n-Bootleggers stuff?

As an anarchist, I don’t advocate taxation 
of any kind. But I’m not exactly crying on 
my pillow at the thought that a feudal lord 
is paying a higher tax rate than his serfs. 
As far as I’m concerned, when one branch 
of the state starts beating up on another 
branch of the state, it’s best to make some 
popcorn and enjoy the show.
Kevin Carson

Cutting the budget is essential if we are to 
prevent an economic collapse.  But, where 
do we cut spending? How about stopping 
foreign aid?   There are about 192 countries 
in the world and we give aid to over 150 of them. 
Of  those 150 plus countries, almost without 
exception, those countries vote against  us in 
the United Nations General Assembly.

Included in the countries we give foreign 
aid to are Communist Cuba and Communist 
China.  Yes, even Communist China - the 
country that is affluent enough to own 
much of our debt.  Think about it. We are 

borrowing money from China in order to 
be able to give them foreign aid.  If that 
isn’t insanity, what is?

But what about the poor people who are 
underprivileged? Sadly the money and 
arms  we send goes to the heads of state - 
like Gaddafi in Libya and Hugo Chavez in 
Venezuela -  not to the people. The dictators use 
it to line their pockets - and to keep their 
subjects  firmly under their rule.

How is this for an idea? If another country 
wants  money,  let’s  let  them borrow it themselves!
Sue Long

Politics of foreign aid

Blame it on the feminists
According to Kay Hymowitz, author of 

“Manning Up,” “legions of frustrated young 
women” are dealing with a new crisis in 
America: modern men refuse to grow up.

It appears the 21st-century male is living 
a kind of extended adolescence. In the past, 
it was assumed men would receive a high-school 
diploma or college degree, then get married 
and settle down to the responsibilities of 
work and family life. Today, young men 
“hang out in a novel sort of limbo,” keeping 
adulthood at a distance as they enjoy a life-
style that demands few, if any, obligations.

The question is why - and how - did this 
happen? And the answer is simple: feminism.

One of the many side effects of the 
American feminist movement is that men’s 
traditional role as family man and provider 
has been eradicated. Today, men compete 
with women who are more educated than 
they and who often make more money. That 
women suggest they don’t need husbands to 

be happy - or even to have children - rubs 
salt in an open wound. The result is that 
men are stuck in a prepubescent quandary.

Rather than focus exclusively on feminism, 
however, Hymowitz blames the predicament 
men are in on something called “The 
Knowledge Economy.” The Knowledge 
Economy, she says, prolongs the maturation 
process in part because the kinds of jobs 
men used to get - the ones that forced them 
to grow up - have been usurped by women.

The result is that the single guy can live 
in “pig heaven,” and women give up on the 
idea of marriage and “just go to a sperm bank 
and get the DNA without the troublesome 
man.” 

Wake up, America. If we don’t muster the 
courage to admit the damage feminism has 
caused - that it has changed the rules drastically 
and confused the heck out of women and 
men - we are headed for extinction.
Suzanne Venker

Grandiose plans against liberty
Have you noticed how lawmakers and 

presidents grow the government with layers 
upon layers of agencies, offices, and 
departments, including an ever increasing 
expansion of the military?  Much of the 
metastasized growth of government is 
associated with dubious purposes, missions 
and is replete with wasteful overlap.  To 
leftists of both parties, the stated purpose 
of an agency may not be of great importance, 
since the real goal is to grow the size of 
government and the bigger it becomes, the 
more power it wields.  

Perhaps, you thought there was no 
purpose to bureaucratic waste in Washington, but 
these programs all follow a well scripted scheme 
to swallow up what remains of American 
liberty.  Think of it as a power struggle 

between the state and the people who 
created the state, unfor tunately, the 
statists have been winning.  Thomas 
Jefferson prudently said, “The course of 
history shows that as government grows, 
liberty decreases.”  

In the modern age, total government brings 
full blown socialism, which is known as 
communism.  This plan is skillfully advanced 
with American f lags surrounding the 
politicians, accompanied by claims of what 
great liberties we have here.  All the while, our 
precious freedoms are turning to vapor with 
each passing bill.  Realistically, one could 
superimpose the hammer and sickle over the 
stars and stripes and not be too far from the 
truth, and yes, I do love our flag.
John K. Rooney
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Influential Harvard minister Peter J. Gomes dies at 68
The Rev. Peter J. Gomes, a nationally 

influential Baptist minister and advocate for 
tolerance who oversaw Harvard University’s 
Memorial Church for more than 30 years, 
has died. He was 68.

Gomes died of complications from a 
stroke, according to a statement from the 
university.

“Peter Gomes served Harvard with 
unparalleled dedication, wisdom, and 
creativity for more than four decades,” 
President Drew Faust said. “He was an 
original, a teacher in the fullest sense — a 
scholar, a mentor, one of the great preachers 
of our generation, and a living symbol of 
courage and conviction.”

Gomes described himself as a cultural 
conservative but stunned the Harvard 
community in 1991 when he said he was 
gay in response to harassment against gays 
on campus.

He published 11 volumes of sermons, as 
well as books, including 1996’s “The Good 

Book: Reading the Bible with Mind and 
Heart,”  in  which  he  analyzed the Bible’s

Peter J. Gomes

use in marginalizing Jews, Blacks, women 
and gays.

He condemned those who used the 
Bible to justify racism, oppression and 
homophobia, but also steadfastly defended 
the text’s message.

Gomes was a professor at Harvard 
Divinity School who most recently taught 
classes on the history of Harvard and its 
presidents, interpreting the Bible, and an 
introduction to preaching.

He participated in the inaugurations of 
Presidents Ronald Reagan and George 
H.W. Bush. He also participated in the first 
inauguration of Massachusetts Gov. Deval 
Patrick.

The governor told reporters that he 
had known Gomes for 35 years and was 
devastated by his death.

“He was a friend, a mentor, a source of 
spiritual guidance and comfort, and a true 
original. He will be missed,” Patrick said.

On campus, Gomes was a valued adviser 

to generations of students and a trusted 
friend of faculty members across the 
spectrum.

“No one epitomizes all that is good 
about Harvard more than Peter J. Gomes,” 
said professor Henry Louis Gates Jr., 
director of Harvard’s W.E.B. Du Bois 
Institute for African and African American 
Research.

In 1979, Time magazine called him “one 
of the seven most distinguished preachers 
in America,” and in 1998 he was named 
Clergy of the Year by the organization 
Religion in American Life.

Gomes was born in Boston and raised in 
Plymouth. He received a bachelor’s degree 
from Bates College in Lewiston, Maine, 
and a divinity degree from Harvard.

He returned to Harvard in 1970 as 
assistant minister of the nondenominational 
Memorial Church, the center of Christian 
life on campus, and was named minister in 
1974.

“Chief  Mullah” raises religious tension
By Robyn H. Jimenez 

A controversial statement during a recent 
Dallas County Commissioners Court 
session ignited sparks that triggered an 
explosion between Commissioner John 
Wiley Price and several speakers on the 
floor. 

Attorney Jeff Turner, the last speaker 
heard that day, used personal attacks on 
Price to express his concerns regarding the 
resignation of the former Dallas County 
elections chief. 

“Last month a certain individual who has 
established a membership of this honorable 
body of this administration for six years, 
whom I will simply refer to as the ‘Chief 
Mullah’ of Dallas County, attempted to 
exert his power over this county, behind 
the scenes and in secret,” Turner stated.  
“Well he succeeded in only half of his 
objective.  He successfully ousted a competent, 
honest and highly, widely admired elections 
administrator, Bruce Sherbet.” 

During Turner’s time at the podium, he 
repeatedly referred to Price as a “chief 
mullah” and stated that he ruled over his 
‘tribal’ area. 

“I resent that ‘tribal,’ ‘chief mullah,’” 
Price told Turner, “If you want to talk to 
me, call my name.” 

Yet, Turner ignored him and Price repeated, “If 
you want to talk to me, call my name.” 

Price’s words echoed through cyberspace 

almost as quickly as he said them.  They 
became the introduction to media reports 
and video blogs, cutting off most or 
sometimes the entire discussion that lead to 
those infamous eight words. 

 But Price wasn’t as focused on the fact 
that the Sherbet supporters were white, as 
much as he was the fact that a white man 
repetitively referred to him as a “mullah,” 
which he said at one time, he misinterpreted 
as a racist slur for the N-word.  

“It was the disrespect,” Price continued.  “I 
tried to prevail upon him, if in fact he 
was referring to me, that the decorum 
would either say, if he didn’t want to call 
me commissioner, then to call me by my 
name.  That was my position.  But, he failed and 
refused to, and continued to use what I thought 
was a slang.  He can now say that it was 
‘mullah.’ I thought it was ‘moolay.’  It doesn’t 
matter, either one.  It was disrespect.  And 
as a result, I responded appropriately.” 

The dictionary says a mullah is the head of 
a mosque, a Muslim trained in the doctrine 
and law of Islam.  Yet, Turner admittedly 
used it in a different way. 

Despite the fact that the incident took place in the 
middle of Black History month, Price stated 
that he didn’t expect lessons to be learned 
or that anything would change, except for 
the decorum in terms of the court room. 

Special to the NNPA from The Dallas 
Examiner
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First Lady Michelle Obama reads “Green Eggs and Ham” during the kickoff of the 14th annual 
Read Across America event, which also marked Dr. Seuss’ 107th birthday.

Read Across America

Secretary of Education Arne Duncan 
joined First Lady Michelle Obama, National 
Education Association (NEA) President 
Dennis Van Roekel and celebrities to read 
to hundreds of elementary school students 
at the NEA’s 14th annual Read Across 
America Day last week at the Library 
of Congress. Read Across America is an 
annual reading awareness program where 
volunteers and sponsors in cities across 
the country host reading activities and 
issue reading challenges to children. 
Research has shown that children who 

spend more time reading do better in 
school. The purpose of the program is 
to encourage and help create lifelong 
successful readers.

Read Across America Day is an annual 
event to promote reading to children 
in every community. The event is held in 
early March to honor the birthday 
of beloved children’s author Dr. Seuss. 
Read Across America Day sponsors include 
the National Education Association, Dr. 
Seuss Enterprises, L.P., and more than 
50 national par tner organizations.

Local tutoring center motivates kids to read
Read Across America is the National 

Education Association’s (NEA) annual 
program to promote reading motivation 
and awareness in our nation’s children. 
Since 1998, the  NEA has celebrated Read 
Across America Day on or about March 
2nd to honor the birthday of the beloved 
children’s book author, Theodor Seuss 
Geisel, better known as “Dr. Seuss.”  Each 
March, Huntington Learning Center in 
Glen Allen helps to support this awareness 
effort by emphasizing the importance 
of reading as a lifelong learning tool for 
people of all ages. 

Through special programs, the supplemental 
education provider also offers tips to 
children and their parents on how to make 
reading a fun and rewarding activity.

“There is a world of knowledge and 
entertainment in books,” said Charles 
Tysinger of Huntington Learning Center 
of Glen Allen. “It’s important for all of 
the adults in a child’s life to emphasize the 
enjoyment and enrichment that reading 
offers. It’s difficult to compete with today’s 
technology, but reading for enjoyment as 

well as for learning is a fundamental skill 
that we need to nourish in our children.”

Tysinger offers these tips to help families 
make reading a priority, based on “Raising 
a Reader” suggestions from the NEA:

• Teach by example. Read the newspaper, 
a magazine or the latest bestseller in front 
of your children.

• Treat reading as a treat. Subscribe to a 
children’s magazine or set a date to visit 
your library each month and read the new 
edition with your child.

• Plan ahead. Keep a stash of books with 
you wherever you go. Turn waiting time at 
the doctor’s office, in line at the store, or on 
a long car ride into reading time.

Huntington Learning Center provides 
supplemental instruction to children 
from kindergarten through the 12th grade 
in academic and study skills as well as 
standardized test preparation. Its programs  
are distinguished by the one-to-one attention 
its certified teachers devote to each child. 
Identifying and addressing learning problems 
t h rough per sona l i zed  p rog ra ms of

Apply for prekindergarten early
Chesterfield County is offering a 

limited number of prekindergarten spots 
in 12 schools to provide school-readiness 
skills to eligible children with the greatest 
need. There are no exceptions to age and 
residency requirements:

Beulah, Davis, Providence and Reams 
Road elementaries offer prekindergarten 
for children who will be four years old 
on or before Sept. 30, who show an 
educational need and who live in the 
attendance zone.

Bellwood, Bensley, Chalkley, Ettrick, 
Falling Creek, Harrowgate, Hopkins and 
Marguerite Christian elementaries offer 
prekindergarten for children who will be 4 
years old on or before Sept. 30, who meet 
income requirements and who live in the 
attendance zone. A limited number of 
spots for 3-year-olds may be available but 
only after all 4-year-olds are placed.

Prekindergarten applications will be 
taken on four dates, March 15, 22 and 31.  

Call (804) 279-1357, (804) 279-1352 or 
(804) 594-1671.

Families who need more information 
may call 279-7357, 279-7352 or 594-1671.

Education snapshots in black and white
By TaRessa Stovall 

NNPA - A quick round-up of recent 
education stories offers a glimpse into the 
complex stew of progress, setbacks, and 
conflicting news that represents race and 
learning in America today.

Higher Learning: A rare piece of good-
news-in-Black-education comes from a 
widely-reported story about Urban Prep, 
a charter school for Black males from 
some of Chicago’s most disenfranchised 
neighborhoods, which has sent 100 percent 
of its graduates to college for the second 
year.  The four-year-old school was founded 
to provide quality alternative education to 
its students, 85 percent of whom live below 
the poverty line and most who came to 
Urban Prep reading below grade level.  All 
107 of last year’s inaugural graduating class 
were accepted into colleges.

Two additional campuses have opened in 
Chicago, and plans were announced to 
reproduce the Urban Prep formula in other 
cities.

Mo’ Down in Motown: A new plan to 
close 44 schools and one administrative 
building in the financially-devastated 
Motor  City  this June “will create a leaner, 
Some HBCUs: The globalization of American 
higher education is a passport to “steep 
challenges” for several Historically Black 
Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), according 
to a new, as yet, unreleased, survey by 
the Association of Public and Land-

Grant Universities.
“We have no more time to waste. We 

know that we have not only a financial 
emergency but an academic emergency as 
well.  In many of our schools, we have a 
reading emergency, a writing emergency, a 
science emergency, and a math emergency,” 
Bobb said in a statement.

This is in addition to 29 Detroit schools 
that were closed last year. “The nearly 
88,000-student district faces a deficit of at 
least $219 million.  Full-time enrollment is 
projected to drop to about 56,000 by 2015,” 
reported MSNBC.com.   “The plan seeks to 
reduce costs by eliminating unused space 
in the wake of shrinking enrollment, as 
students flee to the suburbs.  It will mean 
thousands of students once again will be 
shuffled between neighborhood schools.”

The closures and mergers dovetail with 
an academic plan Bobb unveiled recently 
that call for a 98 percent graduation rate 
and 100 percent of students being accepted 
to college by 2015.

Black Professors, Where Art Thou?: Dr. 
Boyce Watkins, a popular blogger, media 
commentator, speaker and a professor of 
finance at Syracuse University, reports a 
that a recent survey at his YourBlackWorld.
com site reveals that “42 percent of Blacks 
who attended white universities never had 
a Black professor, and that close to three-
quarters of Blacks have had only one Black

 See “Motivates kidsˮ on pg. 23 See “Snapshotsˮ on pg. 11
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professor during their college career,” 
according to NewsOne.com. Watkins said 
he hadn’t had any Black professors in 
his college career, adding that few Black 
professors are granted tenure, but are given 
temporary or visiting positions to pump up 
school diversity statistics.  He also reported 
that half of the survey respondents from 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities 
(HBCUs) said they hadn’t had more than 
three African American professors in fields 
outside of African American or Africana 
Studies.

Minorities Given ‘Unfair Edge?’: The 
Center for Equal Opportunity, which 
opposes race-based affirmative education 
in colleges and universities, is attacking 
Ohio State University and Miami University, 
both in Ohio, for allegedly admitting 
“Blacks over whites” with their new 
report, “Racial and Ethnic Preferences in 
Undergraduate Admissions at Two Ohio 
Public Universities.” 

Officials from both schools criticized 
the study, releasing statements that they 

select students based on a variety of factors 
beyond race and ethnicity, including the 
rigor of their high school courses, strength 
of their school, essays, leadership and work 
experience, and examples of overcoming 
obstacles and demonstrating progress.  OSU 
and MU released statements saying 
that they look at a variety of factors that 
transcend a student’s race and ethnicity 
when doling out seats on campus.

An Increasingly Different World for 
Some HBCUs: The globalization of 
American higher education is a passport to 
“steep challenges” for several Historically 
Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), 
according to a new, as yet, unreleased, 
survey by the Association of Public and 
Land-Grant Universities.

The Chronicle of Higher Education 
reports that a survey of 14 of the country’s 
18 historically laBck land-grant institutions 
suggests that in the 2008-9 academic year:

• Six had no full-time employee in charge 
of campus internalization, and the average 
institution had fewer than two people 
devoted to that area;

• Only 0.55 percent of their students 
studied abroad, and more than one-third of 

those who did were White, compared to 14 
percent of students at predominantly-White 
institutions;

• International students made up 
only 1.78 percent of the student body 
on these campuses, compared to close 
to 4 percent for all higher education 
institutions.

The report explains that historically 
Black institutions tend to send students to 
locations that majority-White institutions 

do not.  The Black colleges and universities 
surveyed offered as many study-abroad 
programs in Africa as they did in Europe, 
long the dominant destination for college 
students nationwide; and they attract many 
Caribbean students.

In a nation struggling with every aspect 
of its public education system, it’s clear 
that race is every bit as relevant as readin,’ 
writin’ and ‘rithmetic today as in years 
past, and for the foreseeable future.

Tim King, the founder and CEO of Urban Prep. 

Snapshots
From Page 10
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Aretha Franklin, who says she’s back 
at “150 percent,” is planning to return to 
the stage in May for her first post-surgery 
performance.

The Grammy Award-winning singer will 
also release an album that month with Wal-
Mart Stores Inc. More personally, she’s 
working on losing more weight from her 
frame, which is noticeably slimmer since 
her December surgery.

“I want to not only maintain the weight I 
am at now, but better it, by one dress size,” 
the Queen of Soul said..

The 68-year-old Franklin underwent 
surgery for an undisclosed ailment in 
December. She calls it “more than minor 
surgery.”

At the time, word spread that her situation 
was dire, and she received a multitude of 
prayers and well wishes from fans. She 
dismissed reports that had her on her death 
bed: “You can’t stop people from saying 
whatever it is they’re going to say; you have 
no control over that.”

Since her surgery, Franklin has been 

working out and walking on a track three 
times a week for at least a mile.

But she said her biggest health change has 
been in her diet: She’s given up her beloved 
chitterlings, pigs’ feet and ham hocks in 

favor of a whole foods-type diet, and she 
hopes to get down to a size 16.

“They’re off my diet. They just really 
don’t fit with whole foods,” she said. “I 
had it for enough years that I don’t miss it. 
You can’t continue to eat things that are not 
good for you.”

She acknowledges that after she resumes 
performing, it’ll be hard to eat diet 
foods.

“When you come off (a high-energy 
concert), a carrot or some celery just isn’t 
going to work,” she said. “I’ve gotta do a 
fresh fruit thing ... and come up with some 
tasty and satisfying recipes that are going 
to work for me after concerts.”

Franklin, who canceled several performances 
last year because of illness, has set her 
first concert since surgery on May 28 at 
the Seneca Niagara Casino in Buffalo, 
N.Y., and is set to release her long-awaited 
album, “Aretha: A Woman Falling Out of 
Love,” the first week of May. R. Kelly is 
one of the album’s songwriters.

“It’s definitely going to take the boomers 

back ... but it’s also contemporary with respect 
to other writers and production,” she said.

Franklin was feted by the Grammys 
recently as the show opened with a tribute 
to her featuring Christina Aguilera, Jennifer 
Hudson, Florence Welch, Martina McBride 
and Yolanda Adams.

Franklin herself hadn’t sang for a 
month - which she believes was her 
longest time between singing - as she 
convalesced at home. She had to sing four 
or five times a day to get her voice back 
where it was, but she said it’s “right on the 
money.”

Franklin recently attended a Detroit 
Pistons game with the Rev. Jesse Jackson 
and said that she was at a boat show 
lounging on a luxurious boat - and she 
planned to purchase it afterward.

Fans can expect to see more of Franklin 
in the coming months. When asked how 
her health is now, and whether she’d need 
follow-up for her surgery, Franklin said: 
“You have to just maintain good health 
from here.”

Aretha Franklin talks return to stage, weight and diet changes

Some of the nation’s finest artists, 
scholars and entertainers were recently 
at the White House Wednesday as President 
Barack Obama awarded the National Medal 
of Arts and the National Humanities Medal.

Among the 20 recipients: Jazz legend 
Sonny Rollins, music producer Quincy 
Jones, biographer Arnold Rampersad, “To 
Kill A Mockingbird” author Harper Lee 
and other acclaimed artists, such as Oscar-
winning actress Meryl Streep and singer/
songwriter James Taylor.

Streep and Lee were not be in attendance, 
the White House said.

Jones was chosen “for his extraordinary 
contributions to American music as a 
musician, composer, record producer, and 
arranger. As a master inventor of musical 
hybrids, he has mixed pop, soul, hip-hop, 
jazz, classical, African, and Brazilian music 
into many dazzling fusions, traversing 
virtually every medium, including records, 
live performances, movies, and television,” 
according to the White House statement.

Sonny Rollins was being honored “for 
his contributions to American jazz music. 
Widely recognized as one of the most 
important and influential jazz musicians 
of the post-bebop era, Rollins’ melodic 
sensibilities, playing style, and solos 
have delighted audiences and influenced 
generations of musicians for over 50 years.”

Harper Lee will be rewarded “for her 
outstanding contribution to American literature 
with her Pulitzer Prize-winning novel “To 
Kill a Mockingbird.”  A powerful statement 
of the struggle for equality in America, the 
novel continues to speak to new generations 
about the pursuit of justice.”

Arnold Rampersad for his work as a 
biographer and literary critic. His award-
winning books have profiled W. E. B. Du 
Bois, Langston Hughes, Jackie Robinson, 
and Ralph Ellison, and he has edited critical 
editions of the works of Richard Wright and 
Langston Hughes.

Jones, Rollins among Medal of Arts recipients
Ask Gwendolyn Baines

Dear Gwendolyn: 
I have been with my fiancé for 12 

years and he recently asked me to marry 
him.   We have been through a lot of 
problems dealing with his drinking.  I 
have gone with him to AA meetings 
sometimes four and five times a week.  
When he drinks he repeats himself over 
and over.  This drives me crazy.  We pay 
our bills together and have no problems 
with that.  He is not abusive but I don’t 
think I can be happy if he continues to 
drink.                                            
Alice
Dear Alice: 

You have a decision to make – marry 
or stop living together.  As to finances, 
you can provide for yourself even if you 
have to downsize your living status.  Don’t 
be too concerned about being with your 
fiancé for 12 years.  You see, time can 
slip away but there is no need to be 
unhappy because l i fe  is  precious 
and short – and the people we love 
sometimes we cannot change. 

My advice to you is do not marry this 
man.  You stated that his constant talking 

when he drinks drives you crazy.  Girl, 
you don’t know the meaning of crazy but 
you will if you marry him.

He says he loves you.  Because alcohol 
destroys the body, being in love with you 
could be true, but it is obvious he does 
not love himself.  However, Alice, if 
he gets his life together soon, then it 
is possible he will make you a good 
husband – but not in the present state of 
his actions. 

As to your wanting to get married, 
while you are single – enjoy being 
single and not spending your time 
wishing for something that when it comes, 
you may not like it.   

Let me tell you this:  In the most 
beautiful marriages at times roses --- 
have thorns.  

I would like to get married

Aretha Franklin

Quincy Jones
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The Black road to Oscar is pain filled and hard to trod
By Gail Choice 

Media mogul Cathy Hughes made 
headlines recently when she gave her honest 
opinion about the roles Black women have 
portrayed in films that have garnered them 
Oscars, namely Halle Berry for the 2001 
film “Monster’s Ball” and Mo’Nique for 
the 2009 film “Precious.”  Both played 
rather unsavory characters who shocked 
and dismayed some moviegoers.  But, their 
outstanding performances thrust them into 
American film history.

Hughes, founder of Radio One network 
and TV One cable channel, said in an 
interview with Ms. Drama, “We got two 
Academy Awards for showing Black 
women lower than dirt.”

The first Black actress to win an Academy 
Award for Best Supporting Actress in a 
film was Hattie McDaniel for her portrayal 
of Mammy in the 1939 film, “Gone with the 
Wind.”  McDaniel was heavily criticized 
by the leaders of the Black community for 

taking the role, and then for doing such 
a great job, they felt she enhanced the 
stereotyping Black women.

Fast forward to just days after Hughes 

blasted Halle and Mo’Nique.  Whoopi 
made headlines, when she blasted the New 
York Times for leaving her out of an article 
about Black actors and the Oscars.  Since 
then she’s issued an apology for calling the 
article “shoddy.”

“I felt the reporting was shoddy and for 
that I’m going to apologize, OK?” Whoopi 
said on The View.  “I personally found the 
article really confusing, and as I said, I was 
also quite hurt that Cuba Gooding Jr., Louis 
Gossett Jr., and myself were not included in 
this expose about Black Hollywood.”

The New York Times claimed the article 
was not meant to be comprehensive, but 
rather to note the apparent step backwards 
the Oscars have taken since 2002, when 
Berry and Denzel Washington both won 
awards.

Whoopi had every right to speak up against 
the slight.  Thus far, 14 Black actors and 
actresses have taken home Oscars.  And, 
they named 10 in the article.  What, you 

couldn’t add three more names?       
James Baskett was given an honorary 

Oscar, making him the first Black male 
actor to take home the coveted award. 
B askett portrayed Uncle Remus in the 
1946 Disney film “Song of the South,” the 
second most protested film in American 
history.  You know he caught hell.

The Black road to Oscar is filled with 
anger, betrayal and all that glitters.  Let’s 
face it, Black actors and actresses, whether 
they like it or not, are still looked upon as 
representatives of their race.  And, any role 
they select that demands them to stretch, 
to go outside of their comfort zone, or is 
controversial is purely done because they 
want to grow in their craft.

To live and work in Hollywood, you have 
to have thick skin.  To live and work in 
Hollywood as a Black actor or actress, you 
have to have double thick, armadillo-like 
skin.

Special to the NNPA from Our Weekly

Cathy Hughes

Whoopi Goldberg has said that the lack of 
Black nominees in major categories of this 
year’s Academy Awards doesn’t reflect a 
trend in the film industry.  

Speaking after hosting the opening of 
an exhibit of Oscar statues inside New 
York’s Grand Central Terminal, Goldberg 
underscored that five Black actors have won 
Academy Awards since 2002. “I don’t know 
how it gets better,” she said after posing for 
pictures. “I think we’re all right.”  

Goldberg recently said on her show “The 
View” that she was upset about an article 
in The New York Times citing the lack of 
Black nominees this year because it didn’t 

mention her supporting actress Oscar for 
1990’s “Ghost.”  

The Times said she misread the story and 
that it was not meant to be a comprehensive 
list of all actors who had won Oscars. 
Goldberg later apologized for calling the 
reporting sloppy.  

She tried to clarify her comments 
about the story saying it was inaccurate 
to think there’s “something wrong” 
with the way Blacks are represented at the 
Oscars. She said strides have been made 
since 1939 when Hattie McDaniel won for 
best supporting actress, becoming the first 
Black awarded an Oscar.  

“This idea that there’s something wrong, 
something missing, seemed very inaccurate 
to me. And it was,” she said. “And there are 
a lot of people in that small little world of 
Black Oscar folks. And, yeah. If you’re 
going to talk about it, then talk about it. 
Don’t sort of talk around it. That was my 
point.”  

Goldberg was chosen to host the 
opening of the Oscars exhibit at Grand 
Central Terminal,  aid Patrick Harrison, 
a spokesman for The Academy of Motion 
Picture Arts and Science, which puts on the 
Academy Awards each year.  

Whoopi says lack of  Black Oscar nominees not a trend

Whoopi Goldberg  See “Whoopi Goldbergˮ on pg. 23
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“Real” men in Richmond go to the doctor for cancer screenings
Nobody likes going to the doctor. Whether 

it’s a stuffy nose or something more serious 
like a cancer screening, a visit to a doctor 
often means that there’s a health concern.

Traditionally, it’s been the woman of the 
house who takes control of a family’s health, 
but a new study has shown that African 
American men take preventive health into 
their own hands.

Lamont Fowler of Richmond recently had 
a prostate cancer screening, but he doesn’t 
talk about it much.

“I think that if men saw before-and-after 
pictures of the effects of prostate cancer, 
maybe it would encourage them to get 
screened,” said Fowler, who is the director 
of a community center in Richmond.

Results from a study done by researchers 
at the University of North Carolina showed 
that African American men believe that 
getting checks such as blood pressure and 
cholesterol is a demonstration of their 

masculinity. Men with a stronger belief in 
traditional masculine roles were 23 percent 
more likely to get their blood pressure 
checked and 38 percent more likely to get 
their cholesterol checked than men with a 
weaker belief in traditional masculinity.

While it’s good news that Black men are 
going for preventative checks, the study also 
showed that they remained distrustful of the 
health care system. Those who didn’t trust 
the system were two to three times more 
likely to avoid routine screenings, which could be 
the first signals of a cancer diagnosis.

Colon cancer is one of the most common 
forms of cancer among African American 
men.   Nationwide, screening for colorectal 
cancer among African Americans is on the 
rise.  In Virginia in 2008, the Centers for 
Disease Control report that 73.6 percent 
of African Americans over age 50 had 
received a sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy 
in the last two years, two common forms of 

colorectal cancer screening.
The American Cancer Society recommends 

men should go for colon cancer screenings 
starting at age 50. Those with a family 

history of colon cancer should talk with 
their doctor to determine if screenings 
should begin earlier.  For more information, 
visit the ACS website http://www.cancer.org.

Opioid pain killers linked to increased risk of  some birth defects
Babies born to women who take opioid 

pain killers such as codeine, oxycodone 
or hydrocodone just before or in early 
pregnancy are at increased but modest 
risk of birth defects, according to a study 
conducted by the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention.

The study, published in the American 
Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, 
found 2-3 percent of mothers interviewed 
were treated with prescription opioid 
pain killers, or analgesics, just before or 
during early pregnancy.  The study did not 
examine illicit use of these medications.

The most commonly used opioid 
medications reported by women were 
codeine and hydrocodone. Treatment with 
opioid analgesics was linked to several 
types of congenital heart defects as well 
as spina bifida, hydrocephaly, congenital 
glaucoma and gastroschisis. The findings 
with some congenital heart defects are 
consistent with previous studies.

This study found that women who took 
prescription opioid medications just before 
or during early pregnancy had about two 
times the risk for having a baby with 
hypoplastic left heart syndrome (one of 
the most critical heart defects) as women 
who were not treated with these opioid 
medications.

Congenital heart defects are the most 
common type of birth defect, affecting 
nearly 40,000 births in the United States 

each year. Many infants with congenital 
heart defects die in the first year of life, and 
infants who survive often require numerous 
surgeries, lengthy hospitalizations and a lifetime 
of treatment for related disabilities.

While some medications are known to 
be harmful when taken during pregnancy, 
the safety of most medications taken by 
pregnant women has not been determined. 
The effects depend on many factors, such 
as: 

• How much medication was taken.
• When during the pregnancy the 

medication was taken.
• Other health conditions a woman might 

have.
• Other medications a woman takes. 
“Women who are pregnant, or thinking 

about becoming pregnant, should know 
there are risks associated with using 
prescr iption painkillers,” said CDC 
Director Thomas R. Frieden, M.D., M.P.H. 
“They should only take medications that 
are essential, in consultation with their 
health care provider.”

“It’s important to acknowledge that 
although there is an increased risk for 
some types of major birth defects from an 
exposure to opioid analgesics, that absolute 
risk for any individual woman is relatively 

modest,” said the study’s lead author, Cheryl 
S. Broussard, Ph.D., CDC’s National Center 
on Birth Defects and Developmental 
Disabilities. “However, with very serious and life 
threatening birth defects like hypoplastic 
left heart syndrome, the prevention of even 
a small number of cases is very important.  

“Talk with your doctor if you are 
pregnant or planning a pregnancy and you 
have taken or are considering taking any 
medication. This includes prescription 
and over-the-counter medications, as well 
as dietary or herbal products,” said Dr. 
Broussard.

The findings from the study, “Maternal 
Treatment with Opioid Analgesics and 
Risk for Birth Defects,” were based on the 
CDC-sponsored National Birth Defects 
Prevention Study an ongoing population-
based study that is the largest ever done 
on the causes of birth defects in the United 
States. Ten states have participated in the 
study: Arkansas, California, Georgia, Iowa, 
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, 
North Carolina, Texas and Utah.

The data from this study will help health 
care providers weigh the benefits 
of opioid medicat ions a long with 
their potential risks when discussing 
treatment options with patients who are or 
might become pregnant, including 
reproductive-age women who are not 
planning a pregnancy but might be at risk 
for unintended pregnancy.  

Opioid Pain killers have been found to present risks to pregnant women
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SoHo billboard says womb is the most dangerous place for a Black baby 

New heart disease guidelines for women

By Sandra Jordan  
Pregnancy complications are now included 

as risk factors for cardiovascular disease 
in guidelines issued from the American 
Heart Association.  Serious problems during 
pregnancy such as preeclampsia, pregnancy 
induced hypertension and gestational diabetes 
are noted as additional risk factors for 
heart attack and stroke.

“If women have had a history of 
preeclampsia, they are at twice the risk 
of having cardiovascular disease as they 
age,” said Dr. Jennifer Lawton, a cardiac 
surgeon at Washington University and 
Barnes-Jewish Hospital. “They should be 
referred to a cardiologist to be treated as 
a patient at higher risk of cardiovascular 
disease.”

Another change was for treatment of 
atrial fibrillation and stroke in women.  Atrial 
fibrillation, an abnormal heart rhythm, 
was found to increase risk of stroke by 
fourfold to fivefold.  The new guidelines 
encourage women to consult with their 
doctor to ensure they are taking the right 
medications to control atrial fibrillation.

In addition, there were added changes 
to daily exercise as the guidelines 
indicate two of three American women are 

considered obese.
“Overall, these guidelines indicate a 

woman should ask her physician about 
her glucose levels, blood pressure, lipid 
levels, find out if weight is at a normal 
range and let her physician know about 
any complications with pregnancy 
so a physician can get a more global 
assessment of risk for the next five to 10 
years,” Lawton said.

“Improving adherence to preventive 
medications and lifestyle behaviors is one 
of the best strategies we have to lower the 
burden of heart disease in women.  We 
also want to emphasize the importance of 
recognizing racial and ethnic diversity and 
its impact on cardiovascular disease.  For 
example, hypertension is a particular problem 
among African American women and 
diabetes among Hispanic women.”

She added, “Cardiovascular disease is 
the number one killer of women in this 
country - more than all cancers combined 
- and women should know they may have atypical 
symptoms compared to men such as fatigue, 
abdominal fatigue that many women may 
attribute just to getting older.”

Special to the NNPA from the St. Louis 
American 

By Stacey Patton 
Analysis NNPA - new billboard placed in 

SoHo near one of three Planned Parenthood 
abortion clinics in New York City blared – 
“The most dangerous place for an African 
American is the womb.”

If radical religious pro-lifers really want 
to urge Black women to be upset, why put 
this billboard in the demographically white 
SoHo?  Why not Harlem or Brooklyn where 
more Black people can see it?

Now, after a barrage of protests, the 
billboard is being taken down.

The eyebrow-raising ad features the 
innocent face of six-year-old Anissa 
Fraser.  When her mother, Tricia Fraser, 
signed her up with a modeling agency 
two years ago, she never thought that her 
daughter would become the face of a pro-life 
campaign targeting African Americans.

The billboard is not unique to New York 
City; it is just another in a string of publicity 
gimmicks. Similar ads designed to bait the 
Black community into supporting the anti-
abortion movement first appeared last year 
in Black neighborhoods in Atlanta, also

during Black History Month. Those 
provocative signs called Black children 
“endangered species.”

At a recent press conference local 
religious and civic leaders drove home 
the message that free abortions in 
the U.S. are being used as a tool to 
stealthily target African Americans for 
extermination.

In a press release, Life Always explained 
that the billboard campaign is designed 
to raise public awareness of Planned 
Parenthood’s ta rget ing of minor ity 
neighborhoods.  It comes just weeks after 
the New York City Health Department 
released its annual Vital Statistics Report, 
which revealed a 41 percent abortion rate – 
nearly twice the national average.

“This campaign highlights the tragedy 
that abortion is the number one killer since 
1973 in the Black community and the truth 
that we must confront in a city with a near 
60 percent abortion rate for Black women,” 
said Life Always board member Rev. Derek 
McCoy.

Claims that most abortion clinics are 
strategically placed in Black neighborhoods 
have already been proved untrue.  In 2008, 
the Guttmacher Institute conducted a census 
of known abortion providers, by race and 
clinic location, and found:

• 63 percent of abortion providers are 
located in predominantly non-Latino white 
neighborhoods.

• 12 percent are located in predominantly 
Latino neighborhoods.

• 9 percent of abortion providers 
are located in predominantly Black 
neighborhoods.

• 1 percent of abortion providers are 
located in other predominantly non-white 
neighborhoods.

• 15 percent of abortion providers 
were located in neighborhoods where no 
racial group constituted a majority of the 
population.

These Black ministers and other civic 
leaders – who are being funded by white 
organizations – declare that Black women 
are either callous about their unborn 
children, or that Black women’s right to 
an abortion is a White racist conspiracy 
determined to annihilate the race.

And, yet they also seem to ignore that 
there is a stream of anti-abortion activists 
that are allied with those whites who say 
that white people need to have more babies 
to offset the hordes of people of color 
who keep breeding in larger numbers. 
Those anti-abortion activists with a more 
respectable pose wouldn’t dare make this 
argument.

Yes, it is t rue that Black women 
represent a disproportionately higher rate 
of abortions.  But, how are Black children 
“unusually endangered” when data from 
the Center for Disease Control indicates 
that the fertility rate or births per 1,000 
women of childbearing age among Black 
women remains higher than the national 
average and has inched up in recent 
years?

To suggest that Planned Parenthood or 
other abortion service providers are engaged 
in a eugenic atrocity against Blacks is 
simply a media ploy.  It boils down to a race-
based political strategy and diversionary 
tactic launched in the aftermath of the 
historic election of the country’s first Black 
president.  It is an example of right-wing 
conservatives drawing on Black people’s 
history of discrimination and pain to 
garner support and numbers for their own 
conservative agenda.
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March 25
Seniors Got Talent?

Are you a senior citizen with talent? If so, then join the Senior Talent Showcase sponsored 
by Richmond’s Department of Parks, Recreation and Community Facilities at its Westover 
Community Center on March 25. The center is located at 1301 Jahnke Rd., and the fun 
will begin at 11 a.m.

 You must have talent and be at least 55 years old to compete in the Showcase competition. 
Prizes will be awarded along with The opportunity to add “Talent Star” to your resume.

 For more information, call 804 646-8995.

March 10
NAMI-CVA Monthly Meeting

The National Alliance on Mental Illness-Central Virginia Chapter (NAMI-CVA) is 
having their monthly meeting on Thursday, March 10, 7 p.m. at the Weinstein JCC, 5403 
Monument Ave., Richmond. Dr. Bob Cohen of VCU’s Virginia Treatment Center for 
Children will do a presentation on “Progress and Challenges in Child Mental Health.” The 
meeting is free and open to the public. For more information, call 804-285-1749.

March 18
“Developing and Designing Food Labels” Seminar

Prince Edward Cannery, Longwood University Small Business Development Center, and 
Virginia Cooperative Extension will host a hands-on class to discuss state and federal label 
requirements and teach students basic computer label design techniques.

 “Developing and Designing Food Labels for Small Food Businesses” will take place 
Friday, March 18, 1 – 3 p.m., Farmville-Prince Edward Community Library, 1303 W 3rd 
St, in Farmville. 

The free class is for adult learners with experience in Microsoft Word. 
Virginia Cooperative Extension Marketing and Agribusiness Specialist, Theresa Nartea, 

will conduct the hands-on class. The class will include state and federal label requirements, 
and computer label design techniques. Students will leave class after learning computer 
skills for designing basic food labels. Students will be able to utilize new skills to create 
their own food product labels.

Registration is required: 434-395-2086 or e-mail baldwinjr2@longwood.edu. Seating is 
limited to 20.

March 19
Calling all SCSU Alumni and Friends

The Richmond-Petersburg Alumni Chapter of South Carolina State University is inviting 
you to attend its First Annual Garnet & Blue Scholarship Dinner, Saturday, March 19 at 
Fort Lee Regimental Club, Ft. Lee at 4 p.m.  The honored guest and speaker will be Dr. 
George E. Cooper, president of South Carolina State University, Orangeburg, SC.   There 
is a nominal cost and business attire is required.  

For more information, contact Donald Rainey, chapter president, at 804-378-5454.

March 26
Henricus Colledge Event

Henricus Historical Park continues its 400th commemoration with the third major event 
in a series called “The Year of Henricus” with “Henricus Colledge – First University 
Charted in North America” on March 26 and 27.  In 1619, the Virginia Company of London 
chartered a university designed to offer higher learning to both colonists and American 
Indians.  After the Indian offensive of 1622, development was postponed until 1693 when 
the College of William and Mary became the first permanent university in Virginia.  This 
event explores Henricus Colledge through family-friendly historical interpretations and 
demonstrations, including lectures from experts on the university.

Activities will highlight how colonists and American Indians applied educational systems 
within their cultures.  American Indian activities will feature how the Powhatan people 
learned to cook, sew clothes, craft tools, make and use weapons and construct dwellings.  
English activities include militia, religious and cultural instruction, trade apprenticeships 
and house management including cooking and gardening.  

Visit www.henricus.org for more on scheduled events.

March 31
Learn to Build Fish Cages

Cooperative Extension at Virginia State University will conduct an aquaculture workshop 
on Thursday, March 31 from 1:30 to 5 p.m. at VSU’s Cooperative Extension Pavilion 
located on River Road, Ettrick.

Free and open to the public, the workshop is designed to teach fish farmers and farm 
pond owners how to construct cages used to grow fish in ponds for fun or profit.  Emphases 
will be on growing catfish in cages.

Participants will learn about species to raise, cage design and location, and feeding and 
marketing.

Since the workshop involves hands-on cage-building activities, participants are 
encouraged to dress appropriately.  Recommended gear to bring includes a 25-foot tape 
measure, tin shears and leather gloves.

To register or for more information, call Dr. David Crosby, VSU fish health specialist, at 
804-524-5620 or e-mail dcrosby@vsu.edu.

Anyone needing special services or accommodations in order to participate should call 
in advance to discuss arrangements.

“Books on Broad” 
The March installment of Books on Broad will feature Lenore Hart on her latest novel,  

“The Raven’s Bride,” about the mysterious and confounding relationship between Edgar 
Allan Poe and Sissy Clemm, his great love and constant companion. The book explores 
love, loss, the afterlife, and American literature’s most haunted and demonized 
literary figure by imagining the real, beating heart of the woman who loved and 
inspired him—and whose absence ultimately destroyed him. Light refreshments (wine 
and cheese) served, 5:30–6:15 p.m.; author talk and discussion, 6:15–7 p.m.; book signing, 
7–7:30 p.m. on March 10 at the Library of Virginias The Virginia shop.

Poetry Reading by Jehanne Dubrow, Tara Bray, and William Notter
Poets Jehanne Dubrow (finalist for VCU’s 2010 Levis Reading Prize), Tara Bray, and 

William Notter will read at the Visual Arts Center of Richmond as part of the Fresh Ink 
reading series on March 10, 6-8 p.m. The event is free and open to the public. Fresh Ink is 
a year-long reading series featuring emerging writers and co-sponsored by Blackbird/New 
Virginia Review, Chop Suey Books, the Library of Virginia, and the Visual Arts Center 
of Richmond.

Visual Arts Cenbter is at 1812 W. Main St. call 353-0094.

March 15
Henrico s Public Meetings

Henrico County will hold public meetings on the county’s 2011 magisterial district 
reapportionment process on Tuesday, March 15, at 6 p.m. in the Government Center 
Board Room, 4301 E. Parham Road; and on Thursday, March 17, at 6 p.m. in the Eastern 
Government Center multipurpose room, 3820 Nine Mile Road.

Representatives from Henrico’s Planning Department, County Attorney’s Office and Voter 
Registration and Elections Office will be on hand to provide information, answer questions 
and receive public input as the county prepares to redraw its magisterial district lines. 
Residents are encouraged to participate in the process and submit their own redistricting 
plans and comments; staff will use input received at the meetings to help draft the county’s 
plan. Maps and additional information are available at www.henricoredistricting.com; 
comments and questions also may be submitted by email to redistricting@co.henrico.va.us 
or by calling 501-4427.       
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Women still lag behind men in key areas

Want breaking news? 
Sign up to receive news 

by e-mail at www.voicenewspaper.com

By Matt Reaves
Women have come a long way in 

America, yet they still lag behind men in 
key economic areas, according to a new 
report from the Office of Management and 
Budget and the Economics and Statistics 
Administration of the U.S. Department of 
Commerce.

The report, “Women in America: Indicators 
of Social and Economic Well-Being,”, is 
the first such study since the Kennedy 
administration.

“This collection of data from across 
the federal government offers the most 
comprehensive look at women in 
America since the 1960s,” said Acting 
Deputy Secretary of Commerce Rebecca 
Blank. 

According to the report, women now 
attend college at levels equal to that of 
men. In addition, younger women are more 
likely than their male counterparts to have 
completed a college degree. 

These academic gains were mirrored by 
an increase of women in the labor force, 

where their earnings now add a substantial 
amount to their respective household 
incomes. Furthermore, the average life 
expectancy for women exceeds that of men.

In spite of these accomplishments, women 
nonetheless face certain barriers.

Despite their educational gains, women, 
on average, earned only 75 cents for every 
dollar earned by men in 2009. And given 
that unmarried and divorced women are 
more likely than their male counterparts 
to have primary custody of their children, 
they face a higher risk of living in 
poverty.

The study found that women of color 
were disproportionately affected by the 
latter trend. 

These findings are compounded by the 
fact that nearly one in seven women is 
without health insurance.

According to its sponsors, the aim of the 
“Women in America” report is to analyze and 
formulate solutions to these difficulties.

“With this report, this administration can 
more effectively manage programs that 

support women and girls and America’s 
families, and foster the growth of the U.S. 
economy,” Blank said. 

White House adviser Valerie Jarrett, 
who also chairs the White House 
Council on Women and Girls, agreed, 

stressing the study’s importance for the 
future.
The report “not only serves as a look back 
on American women’s lives,” she said, 
“but serves as a guidepost to help us move 
forward.”

Valerie Jarrett

National Black Chamber of Congress 
CEO greets President Obama

The National Black Chamber of Commerce President/CEO Harry C. Alford and Executive Vice 
President Kay DeBow greet President Barrack Obama after his recent speech to the U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce, in Washington, D.C.  The President spoke to more than 200 chamber members and staff 
about his plan to win the future by helping businesses innovate and create new American jobs.  “I’m 
here today,” the President said, “because I’m convinced we can and must work together.” 
Official White House Photograph.
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Texas day care worker evades police after deadly fire
A Houston home day care operator left 

the kids she was caring for without adult 
supervision, while a stovetop burner was 
on, before a blaze that killed four children 
and injured three others, according to an 
arrest affidavit.

Investigators believe the burner was the 
source of fire.

Hours after the new details about the blaze 
were released, Houston Fire Department 
officials announced that day care operator 
Jessica Tata had fled the Unites States and 
they had asked the U.S. Marshals Service 
in Houston to help track her down.

Officials believe Tata has fled to Nigeria, 
where she is originally from.

Tata, 22, was charged with reckless 
injury to a child involving serious bodily 
injury involving the death of three-year-
old Shomari Dickerson. The charge carries 
a sentence of two to 10 years in prison. 
Prosecutors have not said whether they 
plan to file additional charges against 
Tata.

It was not immediately known whether 
Tata had an attorney. Attempts to contact 
her family in person or by phone at multiple 
addresses and telephone listings have been 
unsuccessful.

Houston Fire Department investigators 

said in the affidavit that two of Tata’s 
neighbors described seeing her drive 
up and go into the home where the day 
care center was located, then hearing her 
screaming seconds after she went in the 
front door. They saw smoke coming from 
inside.

“Both witnesses stated that it only took 
them a few seconds to arrive at the fire 
scene and they both stated they saw no 
adults or employees of the day care either 
inside the building or running out of the 
building other than (Tata). It appeared to 
them that (Tata) was the only adult at the 
day care,” the arrest affidavit states.

Tata had told neighbors immediately after 
the fire that it started in the kitchen while 
she was in the bathroom. Investigators 
said there was an electric stove in the 
kitchen with a pot containing oil on the 
burner.

The affidavit did not specify who left the 
burner on.

Two of the injured children remained 
hospita l ized in cr it ica l  but stable 
condition.

Fire Department Assistant Chief Michelle 
McLeod declined to comment on how 
investigators determined Tata had fled or 
when she had left the country.

“Right now we are trying to confirm 
everything,” said U.S. Marshals Service 
spokesman Alfredo Perez. “Just because 
someone who is wanted flees to another 
country doesn’t mean the United States 
isn’t going to get them back and have them 
face justice.”

Perez said if his agency confirms Tata is 
in Nigeria, it will ask that country to arrest 
her on behalf of the U.S. He said he believed 
the United States has an extradition treaty 
with Nigeria.

Tata’s bond has been set at $500,000.
Betty Ukera, the mother of 20-month-

old Elizabeth Kajoh, one of the children 
who died in the blaze, said she was still 
processing the news that Tata had fled the 
country.

“Whatever she did that day resulted in 
the death of my daughter and perhaps it is 
human instinct to want to run away. I don’t 
know really,” she said. “Only God will give 
us justice in this matter and we leave it to 
Him.”

Emergency personnel respond to a fire at a day care operated by Jessica Tata in Houston. 
Photo: Houston Chronicle, Michael Paulsen 

Spectator asks, “Who will shoot Obama”
House  Rep.  Pau l  Broun ( R- GA) 

i s  receiving national attention after a 
spectator at one of his recent town hall 
meetings in Athens, Ga. asked, “Who 
will shoot Obama?” 

 According to The Athens-Banner Herald, 
the question came after the congressman 
first asked who had driven the farthest to 
attend the Feb. 22 town hall meeting.  After 
the attendee blurted the comment, the 
crowd began to laugh.  

Without apparently condemning the 
comment, Broun, according to the Banner-
Herald, nevertheless responded by stating, 
“The thing is, I know there’s a lot of 
frustration with this president.  We’re going 
to have an election next year.  Hopefully, 
we’ll elect somebody that’s going to 
be a conservative, limited-government 
president…who will sign a bill to repeal 
and replace Obamacare.” 

After the incident drew national headlines 
and criticism toward Broun for not 
immediately condemning the comment, he 
released a statement Feb. 23 expressing his 
thoughts after the spectator’s question and 
his reason for not condemning it.  

 “I was stunned by the question and chose 
not to dignify it with a response; therefore, 
at that moment I moved on to the next 
person with a question,” Broun said in a 
statement.  “After the event, my office took 
action with the appropriate authorities.  I 
deeply regret that this incident happened at 
all.  Furthermore, I condemn all statements-
-made in sincerity or jest--that threaten 
or suggest the use of violence against the 
president of the United States or any other 
public official.  Such rhetoric cannot and 
will not be tolerated.”

 According to published reportes Secret 
Service officials got in contact with the 
person who made the comment and found 
that it was an “elderly person who now 
regrets making a bad joke.”

Broun drew criticism last month 
f o r  o n e  o f  h i s  t w e e t s  d u r i n g 
President Obama’s State of the Union 
address.  Broun tweeted, “Mr. President, 
you don’t believe in the Constitution, you 
believe in socialism.” 

The next day, he declined to back down 
from his comments, saying, “I stick by that 
tweet.”

Artifacts from Lena Horne’s estate auctioned
A Feb. 23 auction of approximately 

200 items from the late legendary 
performer Lena Horne’s New 
York estate raked in $316,000, 
more than double the original 
estimates.

Doyle New York auction house 
sold the items, which once graced 
the singer’s elegant home on 
Manhattan’s upper east side.   The 
loftiest prices was the winning bid 
for an abstract painting by Black 
muralist Charles Alston that sold 
for $20,000.

Other luxurious pieces included gowns, 
costume jewelry, memorabilia, books, 
photographs, and European-style furnishings.  
Several pieces fetching bids surpassing 
pre-sale estimates included a Louis 
Vuitton trunk bearing Lena Horne’s 
name that was expected to sell $500-
$700 but sold for $20,000, a leather 
vanity case with her engraved initials 
that sold for $6,250 despite estimates 
of no more than $400 and a sequined 
sweater thought to be worth $100-200 
that sold for $1,125.

Further, a Giorgio di Sant’Angelo-made 
reversible mink overcoat sold for 
more than $7,600 above its asking 
pr ice, and a Chanel choker with gold-
tone metal l inks and faux baroque 
pearls was sold for $1,000 more than 
pre-sale appraisals.

“She was a citizen of the world and there 
are so many parts of her exhibited by her 
wardrobe,” Louis Webre, a representative of 
the auction house, said at a private auction 
preview.

Horne, a civil rights activist, singer, 
actress and dancer, died last May at 
age 92.

Lena Horne
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Jury issues mixed verdict in Michael Baisden copyright infringement case

The history of Motown celebrated at White House

First Lady Michelle Obama, right, hosted high school students from around the country for an 
educational workshop on the history of Motown.  Moderated by Grammy Museum 
Executive Director Robert Santelli, second from right, “The Sound of Young America” gave 
students an overview of the history of Motown music and outlined the importance the genre 
had in the integration of African American artists onto the pop charts and American culture.  
Featured panelists were, left to right, Grammy Award winner, John Legend, musical 
legend and Grammy Lifetime Achievement recipient Smokey Robinson, and Motown founder 
Berry Gordy. 

“Motown helped pave the way for 
people in this country to look at one 
another a little differently, because 
something changed when little girls all 
across the country saw Diana Ross on 
the Ed Sullivan Show.  It was a change 
that happened.  Something changed when 
teenagers turned up the volume on the 
Temptations song, no matter where they 

lived, in Birmingham or Boston, in 
Detroit or Denver.  Motown made 
music for all people, no matter what 
you looked like, no matter where you 
came from.  And that is why we are 
so proud, my husband and I, to share 
Motown’s story,” said the first lady 
when introducing the panel to the 
students.

A jury in Houston Federal Court reached 
a verdict in the copyright lawsuit filed 
by nationally syndicated radio and TV 
personality Michael Baisden, according to 
his attorneys. 

The mixed verdict allows for the return 
of Baisden’s copyrighted rights and allows 
the best-selling author to proceed with 
upcoming movie and television projects.

Baisden is known for spearheading the 
historic Jena Six March and The Michael 
Baisden Foundation’s 2010 One Million 
Mentors National Campaign to Save Our 
Kids where he spoke in over 72 cities 
signing up mentors.

In the lawsuit, Baisden claimed damages from 
past conduct of I’m Ready Productions and 
Image Entertainment for the unauthorized 
distribution of DVDs based on two of his 
best-selling novels. 

According to Baisden’s attorneys, I’m 

Ready Productions filed a counterclaim 
against Baisden seeking compensation 
related to a movie based on one of Baisden’s 
best-sellers that Baisden had originally 
planned to write and produce.

According to the original lawsuit, I’m 
Ready argued that it had all rights to the 
stage-play versions of Baisden’s best sellers, 
“The Maintenance Man” and “Men Cry in 
the Dark.”  Documents filed in the case 
also showed that I’m Ready Productions 
was marketing movie rights to these best 
sellers and entered into an agreement with 
Image Entertainment to do a film from one 
of the stageplays. 

In earlier arguments to the court, the 
court rejected I’m Ready’s arguments that it 
had the right to sell Baisden’s movie rights. 
Pittman noted that after the court denied 
I’m Ready’s contention, the jury had to  
decide  whether Baisden was entitled to

moneta ry damages f rom 
the past conduct of the 
defendants. 

T he  ju r y  a lso  had  to 
determine whether I’m Ready 
Productions was entitled to any 
compensation from Baisden’s 
upcoming movie deals on his 
copyrighted works. In the end, 
the jury answered no to both 
questions.

“I have mixed feelings about 
the case. On the one hand I am 
ecstatic that my copyrighted 
rights have been returned to 
me to allow me to proceed with upcoming 
movie and TV projects without continued 
interference from Image and I’m Ready 
Productions,” said Michael Baisden. “On 
the other hand, I am disappointed that this 
jury did not punish the defendants for their 
open infringement by awarding monetary 
damages for their actions. I have asked 
my general counsel to proceed with an 
appeal of the jury’s f inding as to the 
decisions on the past conduct. The 
f ight goes on, but I am excited to now 

be able to go forward with our movie and 
TV plans that had been put on hold for the 
last five years.”

Michael Baisden is a recognized best 
selling author, nationally syndicated radio 
personality and TV talk show host. His 
high-octane energy and love for interacting 
with his listeners is just one reason for 
the popularity and success of the number 
one rated Michael Baisden Show, which 
is broadcast to over ten million listeners 
in over 76 affiliate stations across the 
country. 

Michael Baisden

Parents, students call on Congress to reauthorize
The D.C. Opportunity Scholarship 

Program (OSP) has given children and 
families hope for a brighter future and 
deserves to be reauthorized by Congress, 
according to students and parents who 
testified recently before a subcommittee 
of the House Committee on Oversight and 
Government Reform.  

Two parents and two students who 
participate in the OSP spoke personally of 
how the program has changed their lives by 
giving them access to a quality education 
that otherwise would have been out of reach. 
The program, which provided scholarships 
so that low-income children could escape 
underperforming public schools and attend 
the private schools of their parents’ choice, 
is prohibited from adding new children and 
the Obama Administration has zeroed out 
funding for FY 2012.

“I am a product of this program, a 
successful result,” said Ronald Holassie, 
a senior who attends the District’s 
Archbishop Carroll High School with 
an OSP scholarship and has applied to 
six colleges and universities. “The D.C. 
Opportunity Scholarship Program has 
provided the education that has shaped me 
into being the intelligent, ambitious person 
that is in front of you now. The results of 

[the program] are certainly life-changing.”  
Also testifying before the committee 

were Lesly Alvarez, an eighth grade OSP 
student at Sacred Heart School, as well as 
Sheila Jackson and Latasha Bennett, both 
of whom are parents to OSP students.  

Bennett, a single mother, said that while 
her nine-year-old son is currently thriving 
as a result of the voucher program, her 
daughter’s educational future is in jeopardy. 
A reauthorization of the OSP would give her 
daughter the chance to continue attending 
the high-achieving private school in which 
she is currently enrolled through private 
donations.

“Why shouldn’t my child be given the 
same opportunity as your children to get 
the best education possible?” Bennett asked 
the committee.  

A study last year by the U.S. Department 
of Education’s Institute for Education 
Sciences (IES) demonstrated that children 
who were offered and who used their 
scholarship posted graduation rates of 91 
percent—more than 21 percentage points 
higher than children who were not offered 
a scholarship.

U.S. Rep. Trey Gowdy, who chairs the 
Congressional  Subcommittee on Health

 See “Congressˮ on pg. 23
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Nimra Tilata may be an unfamiliar 
name to most Americans, but it is the 
basketball court of dreams near the 
Nile River for Mangistu Deng and a 
half dozen very tall young men who 
have drawn the attention of N.B.A. 
Africa, the league’s outreach arm.

Born in war, Deng was to have 
been a soldier but then peace came 
over the horizon in the form of a 
referendum for independence, now 
accepted by Sudan’s president in the 
north, Omar al Bashir. 

“God gave me this talent,” the gangly 
6’7’’ Deng said in a press interview.  “It 
was not my choice.  I really appreciate 
it.”  He and his friends hope to play 
this fall for Mooseheart, a prep school 
in Illinois.  Other players are bound for 

Indiana and New Mexico.
Amadou Fall, VP for development with 

N.B.A. Africa agreed that tall, well-
talented players are there.  “We’re very 
much in tune with what’s going on,” 
he said admiringly.  “We have to pay 
attention.”
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NBA eyes new talent in Southern Sudan

Pro-democracy  rallies  spread through Africa

Facing the almost inevitable dissolution of 
his 43 year regime, Muammar al-Gaddafi 
made a recent television address.  

“I will not leave the country, and I will die 
as a martyr,” Gaddafi, 68, said, blaming the 
popular revolt on mercenaries, drug users 
and foreign influences. 

Along with a growing movement against 
the Gaddafi family empire, defections were 
reported in the Libyan leader’s cabinet 
including “Gaddafi’s No. 2,” the interior 
minister, and Ambassador Ali Suleiman 
Aujali.  “This regime is shaking, and 
this is the time to get rid of him,” Aujali 
said.  “The people are being kill[ed] in a 
brutal way.  The people, they are without 
weapons, and the regime, they have all kind 
of weapons.” 

Resentment, ignited by revolts in Egypt 
and Tunisia, boiled over as Gaddafi 
positioned his son Saif al-Islam to take 
over his seat.  Libyans lack civil liberties, 
are subjected to arbitrary arrest and 
detention, the confiscation of lands, and 
discrimination that singles out ethnic and 
tribal minorities.  There is no constitution; 
Gaddafi’s “Green Book” is the basis for 
the political system.  Political parties are 
banned as are free elections. 

While unpopular at home in Libya, 
Gaddafi is an influential force throughout 
Africa, spending vast sums of oil money on 
projects in Liberia, Niger, Chad, the Central 
Afr ican Republic, Somalia, Ethiopia, 
Sudan.  He is the largest benefactor of 

the African Union which he chaired in 
2009, and called for a “United States of 
Africa,” with its own common army, its 
own passport, and its own currency (to be 
named “the Afro”).  “Without Gaddafi, the 
pan-African movement is dead,” said Laura 
Seay, a political scientist at Morehouse 
College in Atlanta who specializes in 
African politics. 

“He was the only prominent voice driving 
that movement. He was keeping those ideas 
alive. There’s nobody else with the financial 
resources available.” 

“For better or worse, he will leave 
a vacuum behind him on the African 
landscape,” observed Geoffrey York, 
writing for the British Globe and Mail. 

Mobile court brings justice to Congo
 At a makeshift courtroom in the lakeside 

Congo village of Baraka, a military judge 
delivered justice for the women of South 
Kivu Province. 

Lt. Col. Mutuare Daniel Kibibi received 
20 years of hard time for inciting the 
mass rape of village women by his 
troops earlier this year.  The somber 
faced Kibibi was taken away in handcuffs 
amidst hundreds of witnesses who gave 
the departing officer a piece of their 
mind. 

Kibibi had turned his men on the village 
just after New Year’s in retaliation for the 
death of a soldier.  His marauding troops 
smashed down doors and went house-to-
house, pillaging, beating and raping for an 
entire night, from 7 p.m. until 6 a.m. the 
next day, witnesses said.   

Activists hope this will be the first 
st r ike against soldier-rapists who 
act with impunity, unpunished for 
despicable crimes that are well-known 
to local leaders and the international 
community. 

“The untouchable has been touched,” said 
Therese Kulungu, the lawyer representing 
the victims.  Compensation was promised 
to the 49 women who testified and face 
“humiliation, degradation of their health, 
social stigmatization, risk of divorce, and 
possibility of HIV,” presiding judge Col. 
Fredy Mukendi said. 

The mobile court was paid for by George 
Soros’ Open Society Initiative and aided 
by several other agencies, including the 
American Bar Association, Lawyers 
Without Borders and the U.N. Mission to 
Congo. 

Africans from Gabon to Eastern 
Congo are turning out in the hundreds 
and thousands with pro-democracy 
fever, holding rallies to match those 
now seen in Bahrain and Libya, but 
few news services are carrying the 
story.  

In a brilliant new piece by South 
African writer Azad Essa, a spotlight 
is turned on the marches and rallies 
for justice, good government, human 
rights, now taking place in at least a 
half dozen sub-Saharan countries.  

“I think all the same issues in Egypt 
are also present in other countries,” said 
Scott Baldauf, Africa bureau chief of the 
Christian Science Monitor in an interview 
with Essa.  “You have leaders who have 
hung onto power for decades and who 
think the country can only function if 
they are in charge.  A young Zimbabwean 
would understand the frustration of a young 
Egyptian.”  

In his piece titled: “In Search of an 
African Revolution,”  Essa notes: “The world 
looked upon the uprising in Egypt solely as 
a Middle Eastern issue … Few seemed to 
care that Egypt was also part of Africa, a 
continent with a billion people, most living 

under despotic regimes and suffering 
economic strife and political suppression 
just like their Egyptian neighbors.” 

“Egypt is in Africa,” Firoze Manji, 
editor of Pambazuka Online, the advocacy 
website for social justice in Africa, told 
Essa.  “We should not fool about with the 
attempts of the North to segregate the 
countries of North Africa from the rest of 
the continent.” 

“Their histories have been intertwined 
for millennia. Some Egyptians may not feel 
they are Africans, but that is neither here 
nor there.  They are part of the heritage of 
the continent.” 

For the full commentary by Azad Essa, 
visit http://english.aljazeera.net online, 
under “indepth feature.” 

Former AU leader offers to die as a martyr

Gabon protest
Muammar al-Gaddafi

Lieut. Col. Kibibi
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The VOICE flashes back to: Ella Fitzgerald
Ella Fitzgerald, affectionately known as the 

“First Lady of Song” and “Lady Ella,” had a vocal 
range spanning three octaves.  She was noted for 
her purity of tone, impeccable diction, phrasing and 
intonation, and a “horn-like” improvisational ability, 
particularly in her scat singing.

She was 13-time Grammy Award winner and was 
awarded the National Medal of Art by President Ronald 
Reagan and the Presidential Medal of Freedom by 
President George H. W. Bush.

In 1942, Fitzgerald began her solo career.  She began 
working regularly for the jazz impresario Norman Granz, 
and appeared regularly in his Jazz at the Philharmonic 
(JATP) concerts. Fitzgerald’s relationship with Granz 
was further cemented when he became her manager.

With the demise of the swing era and the decline of the 
great touring big bands, a major change in jazz music 
occurred. The advent of bebop caused a major change in 
Fitzgerald’s vocal style, influenced by her work with Dizzy 
Gillespie’s big band. 

It was in this period that Fitzgerald started including 
scat singing as a major part of her performance repertoire. 

Her 1945 scat recording of “Flying Home” would later 
be described as “one of the most influential vocal jazz 
records of the decade....Where other singers, most notably 
Louis Armstrong, had tried similar improvisation, no 
one before Fitzgerald employed the technique with such 

dazzling inventiveness.” 
Her bebop recording of “Oh, Lady be Good!” (1947) 

was similarly popular and increased her reputation as 
one of the leading jazz vocalists.

Fitzgerald’s race precluded major big-screen 
success. After “Pete Kelly’s Blues,” she appeared in 
sporadic movie cameos, in “St. Louis Blues” (1958), 
and “Let No Man Write My Epitaph” (1960). Much 
later, she appeared in the 1980s television drama “The 
White Shadow.”

Visually impaired by the effects of diabetes, 
Fitzgerald had both her legs amputated in 1993. 
In 1996 she died of the disease in Beverly Hills, 
California at the age of 79. She is interred in the 
Inglewood Park Cemetery in Inglewood, California. 

Her final commercial campaign was for American 
Express.

The career history and archival material from 
Fitzgerald long career are housed in the Archives Center at 
the Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History 
while her personal music arrangements are at The Library 
of Congress. 
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He said her appearance was not linked to 
the controversy stirred up by her comments 
about the Times article. “That came after 
we had asked her to participate in this 

event,” he said.  
Harrison said she was chosen because she 

was a two-time Academy Award nominee, 
had hosted the awards show four times and 
was “very much” a New Yorker.  

The exhibit was open until just before the 
Oscars began.

Whoopi Goldberg
From Page 13

instruction helps students improve not only 
their grades and test scores, but also their 
self esteem.

“Read Across America Day is a perfect 

oppor tunity for families and other 
caregivers to make a lasting difference 
in the life of a child or young adult,” said 
Tysinger.  “When we turn children into 
readers, we are giving them the tools they 
need to be life-long learners, and that’s a 
great goal to shoot for.”

Motivates kids
From Page 10

Care, District of Columbia, Census and 
the National Archives, praised the parents 
and children and called for immediate 
congressional action on the program. 
Proposed reauthorization bills—introduced 
in their respective chambers in January 
by House Speaker John Boehner (R-OH) 
and Senator Joe Lieberman (I-CT)—
would allow low-income children to 
attend qualifying private schools of their 
parents’ choosing, while also increasing 

accountability measures and raising 
scholarship amounts.

“We are grateful that Speaker Boehner, 
Chai rman Gowdy, and a bipa r t isan 
team in both houses of Congress 
are listening to the loud and united 
voices of the parents of the District 
of Columbia who want this program 
restored,” said Virginia Walden Ford, 
execut ive d i rector  of  D.C.  Pa rents 
for  School  Choice.  “More  t ha n  74 
percent of District residents support 
Congressional reauthorization of the OSP, 
and for good reason: it works.”

Congress
From Page 19

“We worked in the fire house 
years before integration and 
it sometimes meant being 
called on to do some of the 
“dirty work” others weren’t 
assigned to do. There was a lot 
a discrimination.  Some of our 
people were killed from the 
fires,” Robinson said.  “A lot of 
the Black firefighters went on to 
become officers.”

Robinson worked for the fire 
department for 51 years and established 
himself as a loyal and devoted employee.  

“I have had a good life.  I never 
really had to go to the doctor and I 
have learned to enjoy each day,” said 
Robinson.

“When Blacks first became officers, 
they were harder on them than the 
whites and had to prove themselves.  I 
remained a private by choice.  I loved the 

work and enjoyed it and had I not gotten to 
a certain age, I’d still be doing it now,” said 
Robinson.

“I love firefighting,” Robinson concluded. 
Greater Richmond Transit Company 
r e c ent ly  honore d  Robi nson,  who 
served on its Board of Directors for 
many years.

Robinson is married to Willetta and 
enjoys spending time with their three grown 
children.

Black firefighter
From Page 1
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